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EMERGENCY PURCHASE EXTENSION APPROVAL
Section 20-30(a) of the Procurement Code provides that a contract for an emergency may be extended beyond 90 calendar days with the approval of the chief procurement officer (CPO).  Prior to execution of the extension, the CPO shall receive this completed form justifying the extension.  The duration of the extension shall be limited to the scope of the emergency. 
State of Illinois Chief Procurement Office for General Services
Emergency Purchase Extension Approval    v. 24.1
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Section 20-30(a) of the Procurement Code provides that a contract for an emergency may be extended beyond 90 calendar days with the approval of the chief procurement officer (CPO).  Prior to execution of the extension, the CPO shall receive this completed form justifying the extension.  The duration of the extension shall be limited to the scope of the emergency. 
Extension Justification
 Actual or Estimated:
Has this emergency contract been extended before?  Please detail in the space below:
BidBuy Reference #
Amount 
Start Date
End Date
1.  Provide detail about the events that led the agency to conduct an emergency procurement:
2.  What is the scope of work of the initial emergency contract?  Please detail below:
3.  Does this extension change the scope of work?
If yes, please detail below:
4.   Provide  justification for extending the original emergency contract:
5. Does this emergency contract correct or eliminate the emergency condition?
Please detail:
6.  Explain why the need cannot be met through a competitive procurement process.
7.  Is a competitive procurement in process to replace this emergency contract?
8.  What is the effect of a denial of this extension request?
Signatures below cannot be delegated. 
APO Signature
I am requesting an extension of the requested emergency contract.  I believe all statements herein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
SPO Signature
CPO Signature
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